Alabama the Beautiful

There is so much to learn about the land of Alabama!

The map of Alabama’s physical geography shows Alabama’s six physical regions:
- Highland Rim
- Cumberland Plateau
- Valley and Ridge
- Piedmont
- Upper Coastal Plain
- Lower Coastal Plain

1) Circle the region names on the map of Alabama’s physical geography.

2) Use six different colored crayons to outline the regions on the Map of Alabama’s Counties. Use a different color for each geographical region. (Hint: the outlines don’t have to be perfect!)

The Highland Rim has been completed as an example!

Go to archives.alabama.gov for more information about Alabama!
Alabama the Beautiful

Remember, your Map of Alabama’s Counties does not need to look exactly like this example. Just do your best!

For more fun, color the regions when you have completed the outline.

The Land of Alabama! Activity Sheets

Go to archives.alabama.gov for more information about Alabama!